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Media Blackout on Eye-witness Denials of Alleged
Douma Gas Attacks
MSM has decided not to report the eye witness statements made to respected
journalists Robert Fisk (UK) and Pearson Sharp (USA).
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Instead of considering Fisk’s account, said to have been ‘seized on by opponents of western
military action in Syria’, the Times’ focus was on damaging Fisk’s reputation; though winner
of several international wards and seven times Press Awards Foreign Reporter of the Year.

Pearson Sharp, an experienced American journalist with OAN, gained access to Douma,
where the US, France and UK alleged that Bashar al-Assad used chemical weapons against
civilians.

Like Fisk, he found no evidence of such attacks. See the video here. 
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MSM has now thankfully seized on the ill-treatment of the Windrush generation and the
Commonwealth summit to detract attention from this debunked ’atrocity’.
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